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The proposal is a well thought out approach to
systematic reform of regulation that avoids many
of the jurisdictional pitfalls of similar proposals
now pending in the Congress. We endorse i t .
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I£ you have any questions or if you anticipate a
delay in submitting the required material, please
telephone the Staff Secretary immediately.

Jim Connor
For the President
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HEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

SCHMULT~

FROM:

EDWARD

SUBJECT:

Comprehensive Regulatory Reform Legislation

Issue
On February 4, you met v1i th members of the Domestic Council
Review Group and Senior Staff regarding the current status
and future directions of the regulatory reform program.
We discussed a two part implementation plan to maintain and
build upon our present momentum. Part one involved the
creation of a short term task force effort to improve
regulatory practices in selected agencies. While we have
run into some personnel problems, now largely resolved,
a separate memorandum on this effort will be submitted to
you shortly.
Part two of the plan was to broaden the scope of the present
regulatory debate by undertaking a fundamental reexamination
of the Federal regulatory system and setting forth a
comprehensive calendar of reform for the next four years.
This memorandum outlines in greater detail how such a
program might be implemented, requests your decision on
whether to submit legislation and recommends an announcement be made shortly.
Background
To date, the regulatory reform program has concentrated
primarily on specific targets of opportunity designed to
reduce government interference in the private sector.
In searching for new targets, hovvever, we find that we
are faced with a number of difficult theoretical and
practical problems. Your success in formulating strong
budgetary, foreign affairs, defense and intergovernmental
relations policies has depended in part upon a clear
articulation of goals in each of these areas. Comprehensive
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plans have helped explain your position on these complex
areas to the public and have provided a framework for
legislative and administrative decisions. A similar
framework is needed in the regulatory reform area.
The Proposal
We have in the OMB clearance process for agency comments
legislation which establishes a comprehensive regulatory
reform agenda for the next four years.
It requires the
President to assess the impact that Federal regulations
and subsidies have on the private sector and to propose
by January 31, 1978-1981 a series of legislative
recommendations and administrative actions to reduce the
burden of unnecessary Federal intervention.
It also
requires congressional consideration of these proposals
within a given period of time.
In order to develop the required Presidential proposals
an effort would be initiated late this year or early
next year.
It would be under the general direction of
a Special Assistant to the President appointed specifically
for this purpose and organized into four working groups
established to review specific segments of the economy:
Transportation and Agriculture (including, at
a minimum, a look at such agencies as the ICC,
CAB, and the Departments of Transportation and
Agriculture).
Heavy Manufacturing, Mining, and Public
Utilities Industries (including such agencies
as FEA, EPA, FPC and the Department of Interior).
Light Manufacturing and Construction Industries
(including such agencies as the EEOC, FDA, CPSC,
and the Department of Labor) .
Banking, Insurance, Real Estate, Communications,
Trade and Services Industries (including such
agencies as the SEC, FTC, FCC and the Comptroller
of the Currency) .
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Chart 1, which appears at Tab A to this memorandum,
illustrates how the effort would be structured with the
working groups operating simultaneously.
The percentages
on the chart indicate approximately how much of the total
effort would be devoted to the various segments in any
given year.
It is estimated that approximately $2 million
per year and a full-time staff of 30 people would be
required to implement this program.
Chart 2 (also at
Tab A) describes the specific timetable in more detail
and provides examples of the issues and agencies to
be addressed.
Each year, an inventory of Federal involvement would be
prepared to identify the extent to which Federal regulations
subsidies and other program requirements impact on a given
segment of the economy.
From this information, major
issues would be identified and public hearings would be
held to obtain additional information on specific problems
and to develop greater public understanding. At the end
of each year, four specific products would be submitted
for Presidential review:
1. Specific legislative proposals.
2. Specific recommendations for administrative reforms in
the agencies.
3. A comprehensive report on the total impact of government
interventions in that segment of the economy to serve
as a basis upon which to justify the specific administrative and legislative recommendations.
4. A list of issues to be handed off to other working
groups for further study.
The President would review these products and submit the
report and appropriate legislation to Congress. He would
also issue instructions for administrative change.
Legislative recommendations each year would be referred to
appropriate committees of Congress for consideration.
If
the committees had not reported legislation to the floor
by November 15 of the same year, the Administration's
legislative plan would become the pending order of business
on the floor.
It would remain the pending item until
acted on by each House.
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Discussion
There is increasing congressional interest in undertaking
a regulatory reform effort. Currently, a variety of bills
are being considered ranging from zero-based budget reviews
of all agencies to abolishing a number of major regulatory
agencies. Action on some form of legislation to require a
comprehensive analysis of existing Federal programs appears
likely at least in the Senate.
Legislation similar to the proposal outlined in this
memorandum has already been introduced in the House and
Senate by Senators Percy and Byrd, Representatives Jordan,
Anderson and others.
However, this proposal differs in
several important respects:
1. In addition to focusing on agencies (which is primarily
the Percy-Byrd approach) , our legislation would require more
attention to the cumulative impact of government intervention on important sectors of the economy.
This approach
would help reduce the congressional inclination to simply
"move the boxes", a problem recurrent in past studies of
the need for government reform.
The proposed legislation
would address all important government programs and agencies,
many of which are not itemized in the existing congressional
versions.
2. The Administration bill recognizes the need for congressional
cooperation without attempting to mandate a constitutionally
questionable forcing mechanism as does the Percy-Byrd bill.
3. The proposed legislation gives the President the flexibility to defer legislative recommendations on important
crosscutting issues until sufficient evidence is available
to support them, e.g., OSHA regulations have an impact on
manufacturing industries as well as transportation.
Under
this proposal, legislative reco~~endations for fundamental
changes in OSHA regulations could be deferred until a
number of industries had been examined.
4. Our proposed legislation would be somewhat broader in
scope, encompassing non-tax subsidies as well as regulation.
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5. A cumulative review of Federal programs would result in
specific improvements in public policy formulation by
providing a basis for more informed trade-offs between
our broad economic goals, e.g. reduced inflation and
unemploymen~ and specific regulatory objectives such as
health and environment.
By looking only at agencies, the
Percy-Byrd bill does not provide this perspective.
The proposed legislation represents a significant improvement over the present congressional proposals and we believe
it would demonstrate your continued leadership on this
important issue.
The concerns that have been expressed focus
principally on whether a multi-year reform effort of this
magnitude is a feasible undertaking.
It has also been
suggested that we concentrate on safety, health and
environmental problems in the first year.
Finally, a
question has been raised as to whether or not new legislation
is required to initiate such an effort.
The Domestic Council Review Group feels that a comprehensive
effort is achievable, but only with sustained Presidential
interest and leadership.
The task is admittedly large,
but we believe that it could be accomplished and if we
are ever to effect the future growth of Government, it
must at least be tried. We also believe it would be
unwise to start with safety and health issues because
our knowledge is weakest in these areas and additional time
is needed to build a persuasive case for reform.
Also,
if the effort is perceived as simply a pro business
attempt to roll back existing safety and health regulations
(which is probable if we begin with these issues), its
chances for success would be bleak since strong opposition
would be encountered immediately.
Finally, we believe legislation is necessary in order to
assure continued congressional attention and support for
reform.
It would also help to secure the necessary assistance
from the private sector, and the Federal Government agencies
because they would view the potential for action to be
much greater.
Finally, without a strong proposal of our
own, we stand a good chance of losing the regulatory reform
lead to Congress.
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We are persuaded that the prospects are excellent for broad
scale support of our proposal. We have talked with Senator
Percy and he intends to hold hearings on his bill before the
full Government Operations Committee in the middle of May.
The Chamber of Commerce has drafted a bill similar to our
proposal but would prefer to support an Administration bill.
The National Association of Manufacturers is also interested
in getting behind such a comprehensive effort.
In developing
this legislation we have met with a number of people such as
Don Rice of RAND, Roy Ash, Bill Ruckelshaus, Irving Shapiro
of Dupont, Lloyd Cutler and Charles Schultze of Brookings.
Although they all had different views on how to organize an
effort like this, they were unanimous in believing such a
program was worth undertaking.
We have incorporated many of
their suggestions. Finally, the issue was discussed at the
EPB and there was general agreement that such an effort should
be initiated.
Recommendation
That you submit legislation along the lines outlined above
and announce your decision as soon as possible.
Tab B contains a draft statement which could be used to
explain the need for a comprehensive program and indicate
your personal interest and support.
Approve
Disapprove
Other

'
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Chart 1
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Chart 2
Timetable for Comorchensive Reform Program

,~

Principal Sectors of the Economy Investiqated

I

Transportation and Agriculture
E.g., railroads, motor carriers, airlines,
WQter carriers, pipelines, local and
suburban transit systems, crop and livestock producers, and forestry.

Builds on the Administration's current work to evaluate and restructure
the regulatory authorities of ICC, CAB, FMC .. Would include analysis of
major transportation subsidies (e.g., airlines, rails, and merchant
marine) and address problems of transportation safety (FAA, NHTSA, Coast
Guard, etc.). Would also address major issues of farm policy, including
agricultural quotas, price supports and other subsidies (e.g., CCC, ASCS)
inspection and grading of products (e.g., APHIS). Work would begin on
issues of employment standards and health/safety concerns, etc. but major
recorrmendations on these would probably be deferred until later years.

2

Hin_J.ng, Heavy Manufacturing and Public ·
TJti li tics
E.g:, mining, oil and gas extraction, paper,
chemicals, petroleum refining, primary
metals, electric, gas, and other public
utilities.

Year two would address the environmental and safety issues associated
with all usc of natural resources (e.g., MESA, EPA), and the major tradeoffs associated with environmental and energy related objectives (e.g.,
FEA, EPA). The analysis would continue to build on employment safety
data developed in year 1.
It would also outline the government's energy
policy beyon0 decontrol.

3

Light Manufacturing and Construction ·.
E.g., food processing, textiles, apparel,
printing, and construction.

Year three would probably produce most major legislative recon~endations
dealing with employment (health, safety, compensation standards, etc.)
and would address agencies such as OSHA, EEOC, Labor which tend to fall
disproportionately on small businesses. Consumer protection issues
·
(labeling, product safety, etc.) will also be considered as they are
promoted by agencies such as CPSC, FDA, ATF.

1

4

Finance, Insurance, Real Estate, CommunicQtions, Trade and Service Industries
E.g., banking, securities, insurance and
other financial services, broadcast and
cornrnunica tion services, wholesale and retail
trade, legal services, etc •

..

DJ.scussJ.on

I

'I

Major issues addressed will most likely be competition between financial
institutions (e.g., FHLBB, FDIC, Comptroller), regulation of broadcast
and communications services (FCC), the trade practices and the adequacy
of public disclosure (e.g., SEC, Federal Reserve, FTC) and the govern~ent's
role in distribution and trade.
·

Cr.art 2
Timetable for Comnrchensive Reform Program
Year

Principal Sectors of the Economy Investigated

D~scuss~on

1

Trnnsportation and Agriculture
E.g., railroads, ~otor carriers, airlines,
water carriers, pipelines, local and
suburban transit systems, crop and livestock producers, and forestry.

Builds on the Administration's current work to evaluate and restructt:re
the regulatory authorities of ICC, CAB, FMC .. Would include analysis of
major transportation subsidies {e.g., airlines, rails, and merchant
marine) and address problems of transportation safety (FAA, NHTSA, Coast
Guard, etc.). would also address major issues of farm policy, including
agricultural quotas, price supports and other subsidies (e.g., CCC, ASCS)
inspection and grading of products (e.g., APHIS). Work would begin on
issues of employment standards and health/safety concerns, etc. but major
recommendations on these would probably be deferred until later years.

2

Mining, Heavy Manufactciring and Public ·
l.Jtili tics
E.g., mining, oil and gas extraction, paper,
chemicals, petroleum refining, primary
~ctals, electric, gas, and other public
utilities.

Year two would address the environmental and safety issues associated
with all use of natural resources (e.g., MESA, EPA), and the major tradeoffs associated with environmental and energy related objectives (e.g.,
FEA, EPA) . The analysis would continue to build on employment safety
data developed in year 1. It would also outline the government's energy
policy beyon~ decontrol.

3

Light Manufacturing and Construction ·.
E.g., food processing, textiles, apparel,
printing, and construction.

Year three would probably produce most major legislative rcco~~endations
dealing with employment {health, safety, compensation standards, etc.)
and would address agencies such as OSHA, EEOC, Labor which tend to fall
disproportionately on small businesses. Consumer protection issues
·
(labeling, product safety, etc.) will also be considered as they are
promoted by agencies s~ch as CPSC, FDA, ATF.

4

Finance, Insurance, Real Estate, Communications, Trade and Service Industries
E.g., banking, securities, insurance and
other financial services, broadcast and
co~~unication services, wholesale and retail
trade, legal services, etc •

Major issues addressed will most likely be competition between financial
institutions (e.g., FIILBB, FDIC, Comptroller), regulation of broadcast
and communications services (FCC), the trade practices and the adequacy
of public disclosure {e.g., SEC, Federal Reserve, FTC) and the government's
role in distribution and trade.
·
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Message to Congress
Some years ago President Eisenhower eloquently warned
Americans of the potential dangers inherent in the
growth of the industrial military complc~~. Today , I
would warn of the dangers of the growth of a different
system--the ever growing system of government regulatio~s.
Starting even before 1776, the American way was to rely
on individual initiative and freedom as a way of providing
for our economic needs. Over the last several decades,
however , we have departed from this trust in individual
initiative and consumer choice.
For good reasons and
bad , we have expanded government ' s role.and the scope and
detail of governmental controls . We have created a
governmental system which is more and more rigid and less
able to respond to changing conditions.
In an increasingly
complex society, gov0rnment's role should be to assist
in the search for solutions to our problems. But in many
cases government has become a part of the problem .
This growth of government accelerated in the Depression
era. New government agencies were created to resolve
numerous economic and social problems--to help reduce
unemployment, to still unstable financiFl markets, and
to protect failing businesses. Over tir::e , we have turned
to the Federal Government to bring us better housing , a
na tional transportation system, better health care, and
equal opportunities in the job market .
In o ur co:r:ipassion to solve urgent human problems, He have
given the Federal Government the power to regulate more
and more of our economy and our way of life. At the time
it seemed like an inexpensive, easy answer to some very
complex problems .
Government programs 'and bureaucracies have grown geometricall_·
to handle all of the Government's responsibilitiLs.
In the
last 15 years , we have created 236 departments, agencies,
bureaus , and commissions. Only 21 have been eliminated.
It is no wonder that today we have more than 1000 di~ferent
Federal prograns, tore than 80 regulatory agencies , more
than 100,000 go 1'1ment workers whose primary responsibility
is to r~gulate some asp~cL of our lives and tens of thous and£
of government regulations .
Every President since Harry Truman has tried to reform
some aspect of the regulatory syst· m.
But in the past year,
we h.:1ve achieved the most significant and comprehensive
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progress toward the reform of government regulation in
three decades. 1\le have moved tm\·ard a more open and
vigorou free market with less paperwork and more opportunity for bu5inessmen to run their ovm businesses.
Ne have reversed the trend of paperwork grm-1th. We have
reduced delays and we have instituted reforms to help
small businessmen.
He have repealed the Federal fair trade laws \vhich for
40 years were creating artifically high prices for
consumers .
The Senate has passed the Financial Institutions Act
which is the most S\-leeping reform of banking regulation in
over 40 years .
We have increased civil and criminal penalties for antitrust violations to ensure that competition can flourish.
We have opened up competition in the securities markets
for the first time since the major stock exchanges were
established almost 200 years ago .
lve have lessened ICC regulation of the Railroads for the
first time since the creation of the agency in 1887 and
I have introduced the first major reform of airline and
trucking regulation since the 1930's.
However, it is not enough to rest on our first successful
efforts.
There is much more that needs to be done.
First
we need to conduct a fundamental reexamination of how we
achieve our regulatory goals. We need to find out more
about the total impact of the maze of government regulations
and subsidies . We need to see where there are contradictions
and where there are overlaps. We need to know where cutdated and unnecessary regulations should be eliminated.
h'e need to know more about the impact of rcgulatj_on on jobs,
on prices, on innovation and on individual freedoms.
Only by undertaking a comprehensive, systemmatic program
of our regulatory system will we know where our future
.effor s should be directed, what the best a pproach to
change shouJd be and hmv we can achieve concrete results.
Certainly we do not seek to change or abolish all regulations,
only those that are obsolete , inefficient and benefit~ng
s pecinl internsts at the expense o f the public interc: ~ .
\vc do, however , ~c:cd to knm·; more ubout our entire re< u ation !:.:i !:t · m.

f
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The legislntion I am submitting to the Congress today
would establish a disciplined approach to the design of
It would establish a comprehensive reform
these policies .
program to:
make sure that government policies do not infringe
on individual choice and initiative;
reduce government intervention in the marketplace;
find better ways to assure that scarce economic
resources are used most efficiently so that we
fulfill our desirable social goals at minimum costs;
improve our ability to ensure that public expenditures
benefit all Americans and that government policies
are equitably enforced;
make sure that the public interest rather than
special interests benefit from government programs.
To achieve these goals , we need a systernrnatic approach
to understanding the problem, so that we can explain the
facts to the American public, and assure timely action on
the reforms that are necessary.
I have not been alone in recognizing that government interference has too many facets and affects too many people
to permit a piecemeal approach to the problems. Congressmen
and Senators of both parties have recently introduced
legislation requiring major changes in the conventional
practices of government agencies.
Some bills would give
Congress the authority to veto proposed regulations.
Others
call for the immediate or phased abolition of selected
agencies. More comprehensive bills proposed that all
agencies be subject to a zero-base authorization review in
Congress on a periodic schedule, or that new offices be
created within Congress to review specific agencies and/or
regulations .
Finally , Senators Charles Percy and Robert I3yrd have
proposod legislation which would require a series of annual
plans designed to ~m8nd the authoritie~ of agencies responsible
·ror controlli11g certain industries or achieving certain goals.
'l'hc J cqislc..;.tion I nn submittinq today is based on this same
conce~t.
Many members of Con~rrss have already voiced their
support for this kind of approdch . \•1(! \vi 11 be \•lOrking
tog0thc·r to achievP a lcgislati\e rr·mdatr for n systemmatic
prog CL"Tl to rc form our regul..-~ tory· sys b 1 •
I am confic1ent..
thi:-, wi 11 . . ·n·lb ~C' u~; to TC'iili Zt> our J OJ
L ~rm ao ,
of greatPr
economic p .o .[,( rity in lircrica' s Lllird centu'
~. r
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My legislation:
focuses disciplined attention on major aspects of
government activity that have been often neglected
in the past;
provides for a systemmatic,phas-d review and scrutiny
of all government institu~ions, agencies, laws and
administrative regulations "th t directly affect our
economy with the aim of eliminating those that do not
generate benefits to the public commensurate with
their costs;
provides a means for making a systemmatic assessment
of the cu:nulative impa.ct of government involvement on
major sectors of the economy and for building the basis
for informed choices on alternative ways of achieving
our economic, social and environmental goals;
emphasizes the role of Congress, the agencies, State
and local governments, business and labor groups and
the consumer in formulating proposals for reform and
developing the support necessary for success.
The legislation requires the President over a period of
four years to submit annual plans designed to eliminate
or modify those Federal statutes and regulations which
now add more in costs to America's consumers and taxpayers
than they provide in benefits. These plans would provide
affirmative steps for increa.ing competition and finding
more effective methods of achieving important social and
economic goals.
The annual plans would be referred to the appropriate
oversight committees in the Congress, giving the Sen te
and the House of R-presentatives an opportunity to reviev1
and modify the plan.
However, it requires that the Congress
act on the proposals within ten months of their ~ubmission.
Let me stress that this comprehensive, phased program of
refer tl must in no Hay delay reform efforts now under.v:ay .
It is vital to our ecbnomic health as a Nation to achieve
reform of the r0gulations governing our airlines, the motor
carrier industry and financial institutions as soon as
possible. This legislation is a compliment to, not a
substitute for, the legislative proposals I have already
sent to the Congress.
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I believe that the reform ot our regulatory system is one
of the best investments that we can make in our future
as a Nation .
I believe we can ma;-: e Government responsive
to tlw Arne·rican people and an instrument of economic
progress without the endless growth of red tape and
regulations .
Let us work together to revit·alize our regulatory system
in order to build a stronger , healthier , safer America to
leave to our future generations.
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ACTION
ME1·10Rl\NDUH FOR:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

THE PRESIDENT
. Jamev:::{ Lynn
Management Initiatives

The purpose of this memorandum is to get your guidance
on a plan of action intended to both (a) improve management
of the federal government and (b) to increase public awareness
of your interest and actions in this area.
You have undertaken a wide range of actions that are
directed at better management in the broad sense.
Certainly
block grants, deregulation, food stamp reform and the like
all make good sense from the standpoint of efficient management.
But there are many other important management initiatives
more of the "three yards and a cloud of dust" variety -- \·Ihich
are not presently perceived as having a strong Presidential
push and which the Congress and the press are increasingly
turning into news events.
Some examples are so-called "sunset" bills to limit
virtually all programs to a four year life and require
"zero-based" budgeting before rene\val, bills to require econor:1ic
impact statements, bills to require evaluation provisions in
C\,ll new laws, bills to make all ne\v regulations or modifications
of regulations subject to one-House veto procedures; bills for
more ''sunshine" in regulatory agency deliberations, bills
directed at mission-oriented budget presentations, bills
attempting to define procurement contracts versus grants, and
Congressional and media interest in costs of such things as
federal employee travel and aucio and visual facilities and
public affairs generally.
I think it is important that \•7e work out promptly a
plan for you to take the lead, and be perceived as taking the
lead, on such of these kinds of initiatives as make sense.
l\l thou<;rh rr.ost of vlhat needs to be done can be directed by OMB
a11d the Domestic Council, the effort requires your personal
attention (1) to get the proper priority signal to the departments and agencies, (2) to develop the proper recognition by
the public that you care about these nitty, gritty but
,-l
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-2important tasks, and (3} to give you yet another whole area
to weave into your various presentations -- speeches, interviews, Q's and A's, etc. -- as illustrative of the kinds of
things you think need to be done and are ordering done -- to
make the federal government leaner, less~burdensome and more
responsive to the Nation's needs.
I think the best utilization of your time to carry
this out would be to have, within the next thirty days or so,
a "no-nonsense," very businesslike and somewhat extended
session with heads of the Cabinet Departments and of the big
agencies (GSA, FEA, ERDA, VA) that would be billed as and
actually be devoted to better ways to manage.
You'll remember
that sometime ago you had a "working dinner" with the Cabinet.
I propose that we build on that concept.
The session could
begin in mid-afternoon and extend into the evening, with a
working dinner fitted in.

So as to produce as much momentum out of the meeting as
possible, my top people and I would meet with each agency
head in advance of the meeting to review the agenda of topics
to be covered at the meeting, determine how far along the
agency is on each topic and explore possible further initiatives to be taken.
Also prior to your meeting, we would furnish
materials to you, including background on each of
to be covered at the meeting as well as a plan of
follow-up that you would announce at the close of
An oral briefing might also be advisable.

briefing
the topics
action for
the meeting.

Although other topics for the meeting will surely come
·to mind betv:een now and the meeting, I suggest the follo-..dng
be included in the "inventory" from \vhich the meeting topic
will be selected:

(1) Plans for reopening, on a priority list basis,
old programs for complete reexamination as to whether they
are being run as well as possible.
(2) As part of such priority reviews, republishing for
con®ent existing regulations as if the programs involved
were new.
{3) As part of such reviews, holding public hearings.

(4) The use of Executive Office task forces to assist in
such reviews on a selective basis as heretofore approved by
you.

'
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(5) Progress on the paperwork problem including
systematic ways to review better the burden imposed by old
and new paperwork requirements, including, on a selective
basis, inviting comments and holding hearings in advance
of each renet.val and each proposed ne\.v papen,7ork burden.
(6) Plans for program impact evaluations on a priority
list basis, e.g., evaluating how well the program is accomplishing its objectives.

(7) The extent to which the inflation impact statement
concept is vmrking and whether we should be moving from
impact statement concepts to something broader, like a
decision-makers checklist.
See Tab A.
(8) Surveying middle management structures to ferret
out "layering," e.g., assistants to assistants, assistants
to Deputies, etc.
{9) "Grade creep," e.g., the tendency of average General
Schedule grades to move up over time in ways that aren't
justified.
(This is very costly.)
(10) Identification of and training and advancement
opportunities for personnel having management p:r:·omise.
{11) Improving productivity measurement and extending
such measurement to functions not presently covered, as a
means of judging both managers and individual staff performance
and improving productivity.
(12) Expected results from the current effort to cut
travel expense.
(13) Expected results from the Task Force report on
audio-visual expense.
(14) Plans for holding down overhead costs, including
systems for routine, critical exarnination of program overhead
rates.
{15) Modernizing agency cash management practices to
reduce the amount of borrowing Treasury has to do to meet
Government-wide cash needs.
(16) Upgrading audits, particularly of intergovernmental
programs, to ~ssure public accountability for tax dollars.
(Cons ide.r n audit: conuni ·t t.ees" of the type used so extensively
in indus ·try. )

'
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(17) Plans for making accounting systems more responsive
management needs.
(18) Advantages and disadvantages of Regional Offices.
(19) Use of the private sector more and "in housen
personnel less to carry out government programs.
(20) The need in each agency for a policy and management
unit that reports directly to the Secretary, does 'not have
· prograrrunatic responsibility, has enough expertise to give the
agency head and the heads of programs first-rate advice on
policy and management matters free of progra~matic biases and
follows through to see that policy and management objectives
are carried out.
(21) Selecting priorities from among the long list
of things that might be attempted and using the management-byobjectives system to ensure that the priorities get accomplished.
At the close of the meeting you would issue instructions
as to follow-up.
Subject to refinement between now and the
meeting, I have in mind the following:
-- Instructions to each agency head to (1) choose
the topics covered at the neeting those that require the
most attention in his or her shop and look like they have the
most promise, (2) develop through the MBO system a reasonable
course to show results on such selected topics during the
remainder of 1976 and, separately, through the balance of
FY 1977, and (3) within 60 days report to the President,
through m,m, on the foregoing and ( 4) similarly report e-very
thirty days thereafter on progress made and obstacles encountered.
fro~

-- Instructions to OMB to help the agencies develop
such plans, including distribution of such follow-up detailed
instructions as are necessary and working the plans into the
Fall budget review.
-- Instructions on the selective use of the previouslyapproved Task Force approach.

'
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This would not be a one-shot splash. With your strong
interest demonstrated, the issuance of your instructions
and follow-through monitoring by OMB and others in the
Executive Office, the agencies will give this management
work a higher priority and we should be able to demonstrate
and announce real progress \vi th regular frequency bet'lveen
now and the end of the year. Frankly, drawing on our
experience with your meetings with the regulatory agencies,
it would be even more effective if you were willirig to state
at the close of the meeting, that you intend to have a
follow-up meeting within three or four months to receive
oral reports from each agency on the progress they have
made to date on their plans. The prospect of having to
explain progress or lack thereof to you, face-to-face, would
be a powerful stimulus.
I also have in mind that a detailed
report to the public issued immediately after the second
meeting would heighten public und~rstanding of the steps
taken since the first meeting and of your personal leadership
in these matters.
If you approve of these initiatives, we will work with
Dick Cheney, Jim Cannon, Ed Schmults, et al. to pull together
the necessary details.
Decision
Approve
Disapprove
See me

,
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Excerpt From:

..

Second Biennial Report
to the Congress
Submitted pursuant
to Section 703(a)
of Title VII,
Housing a~d Urban
Development Act
of1970

Prepared Under Direction of
The Committee on
Community Development
The Domestic Council

December 1974
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- 2 TO\'vAHD GUIDELINES FOn FEDEHAL
DEC IS!Ol\l-Mf-\ KING

Whatever tht' mccltani'>m~ for bri11ging p·:npk tnl;!l'lhcr to achi~.·vc conrJtn;tlinn in policy· and program
dl'vl'iopnwnt and impknwn ta lion. thc> like!iil•)<HJ that
approach issues sound policks and progranh will result -.•.ould hl·
with similar considerably t•nlwn::ed il cadt participant were to
perceptions . ~pproach tht· issue. or bundle nf issues. with at l~ast
..;imilar pcrcqHions abnut how such issue or issu~s
"hnuld be analytcd ancl about the technique nf (ktertnining what constitutes lhl' ''public intercst.·Bul the government decision-makt:r rar\.·ly pays
,ystematic <tth:ntion to the effects of hi::. al'tions
t·xcept as they rdat~.· tu his own mission. This myopic
temkncy is JWI cas!l~ cun·d.
Existing Jaws anti rt'gn!ations do not require and
may not permit t ht> considcra lion of F etkra I ad ions
on the attainment or );!Oals outside of individual
mission areas. Further. t11e eff~cts of Federal actions
arc often difficult to ascertain: and they arc doubly
diffil:ult to predict in advance. The data nec~s:o.ary to
measure impacts are oftt>n unnvailable. The mdhod- ·
ologies for analysis or that data often do not exist.
The effects may be remott~ or may occur sometime m
the future.
Yet it is increasingly necessary to take into ac":ount multiple impacts of a single Federal action on
n<ttional goals. Consider the large number and variety
of national goals. Most arc well defined and long
established; some have been more recently emphasized
and raised in priority. All relate to "nation2.l growth
policy." To name only a few:
.. maintenance of national security and defense of the
COUll try,
• preservation and enhancenicni: of a private-enterprise
(investment, risk, profit) society.
• economic freedom and efficiency through competition,
·
• full employment without harmful inflation,
• equal opportunity,
.. for regula ted indus tries, q uz.li ty services at reasonable rates,
" safe and liveable communities. in both urban and
rural areas,
o preservation of important natural resources. and
clean air and water,
o secure and reasonably priced energy source;;.
o decent. safe ancl sanitary housing, preferably owneroccupied, and
• health, education. and public safety ser\ices adequate for individual sdf-fulfillm~nt.
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assess multiple
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Thus the polic~-m :\l-(e rs' task is to unckrstand, 4i!i
we:t ns po~sib!c, how and wht.:thtr prese;.lt and proposed action~ <tfi~L.t these goals. Tlu~ requires:
o Systt?mat ic review in t r" courst> of decision-making
of the possible effects, r-ot just on t h;: mission goal
of each dc.:ision-mahr, but on other n::~tional goals
as well.
'
• I mprnved t'valuation of existing activities with
emphasis on both attainm;;nt of the mission goal
dnd t>fteds on other. goal:;.
Much t'asier said than done . A n•ry useful step in
thi~ direction wou!J be efforts toward developing.
refining anti using an agre~d upon scot of guidelin~:s for
the Fcdt'ral dedsic•n-makir.g process. Such guidelines
might well be in the form of sds of questions that
should be answered. insofar as feasible. in ass..:ssing, on
a one time or periodic basis, existing policies and
programs and in considerb:; new proposals. Such an
effort. tow·ard a "decision-m~{er's checklist.. will require extensive participation ~d indeed debate among
many parties. For purpo:::e3 of illustration, the following list is offered:

the policymakers• tn:;k

What is t.a,e public probiem wbg addr~d?
Is the problem reL:l or apparent, or merely a
symptom of a larg~r problem?
Can the problem be quantified? How large is it?
Are other forces at work that are either solving
the problem or m:!king it worse?
Does the public perceive a probh:m?
Are those who perceive the problem among the
intend~d ber.efid1ries?

0

J

Are the me:ms proposed to solve the problem well
suited to attain the desired ends?
Are other means available that are less expensive
either to taxpayers, to consumers, or to the
economy generally?
Are there other means that would be more
efficient?

IP

• Does the problem, the approach

~elected

to solve it.

or the effect ii>ter.:;ec t with other public programs
or goals?
Should other agencies be consulted?
e..-~bution can be designed at the
outset to determi.1e ct a bter time the direct
consequences and t;1e effccti;·~n:!'Ss of t!le proposed
action?

o

\'rnat methods of

•

Wh::~t

are pos.sib~-! in;.;dv~rten t and second order
effects of th e p.-o;;::~scd solution? D(l the potcutii!I
adverse cffecrs o:.!t·;,-~ijl the desir:1bility of t::~king
action on rhe im rm~·d~1t'! probtem'!
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o

What institution is b~t equ~pped to resolve the
problem?
Can the private sector resolve the pro.blem effectively?
If not, what public sector response is suitable
and feasible?
Is a Federal response appropriate. and if so.
should it be uniformly applicabk or flexible?
Such guidelines reflect the creed of modern managemen.. that good policy-making results from the
discipline of well-thought out approad1cs to each
major policy decision Procedurally, such dtscipline,
self-imposed, most surely leads to increased demand
for better methods of collecting and analyzing data
and stronger interest in obtaining the viewpoints of
others with different mission goals. Substantively. such
discipline also helps to ensure th::1t public policymaking--whether by executives or legislators-will lead
to programs that are consistent with long term
national goals and the values \Ve hold important in our
democracy, including goals and values relating to
national growth.

pol icy-making
consistent wl~h
national goals

P-96
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 23, 1976
MEMORANDUM FOR:

JIM CONNOR

FROM:

JIM

SUBJECT:

Comments: Schmults Memo of 4/15/76 on
Guidelines and Procedures for
Presidential Review of CAB Decisions

CANN~/

The President is empowered to review CAB decisions
only when those decisions relate to international
routes or fare schedules. Although this process does
not directly raise domestic issues, the credibility of
the Presidential decision-making process which Schmults'
thoughtful memorandum addresses, cuts across the
domestic/international line.
Several brief comments are in order:
1.

Option C {Declaration of Presidential intention to
exercise review power only on matters which the
President deems of truly Presidential concern, etc.)
appears to be the most desirable option. However,
it may beg the ultimate question in that it does not
set forth the standards by which to determine what
is "truly Presidential" nor how that determination
is made.
It states only: "The President is the
judge of what issues are important enough to rise
to the level of a Presidential foreign policy
concern." To the extent possible, a specific method
should be spelled out so that the Presidential
review process is less subject to attack as arbitrary
and capricious.
An example of why a more detailed process would be
helpful is found in the last paragraph on page 10.
The first sentence states that the President would
ordinarily refrain from considering economic issues.
The third sentence states that there will be
economic issues which will raise important foreign
policy considerations.

2.

Option H (Judicial Review of CAB decisions in a limited
class of cases) fails to provide for a final
c- ,.

'
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decision-making process in a case where the court
reverses a CAB decision, but there are no foreign
policy considerations.
RECOMMENDATION
Due to the sensitive nature of these issues and
decisions, I recommend. that a revised memorandum be
drawn up to address the questions presented.

,

THE \\-HITE HOOSE
ACTION

i\,!E~!ORANDUvi

Dai:e:

April17, 1976

LOG NO.:
Time:

cc (for information):
FOR ACTION:
Jim Cannon
Bill Seidman
Jim Lynn
Brent Scowcroft
Jack Marsh
Mike Dunn
Max Friedersdorf
FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY
DUE: Date:

Time:

Wednesday, April 21

10 A.M.

SUBJECT:

Edward Schmults Memo 4/15/76
re Guidelines & Procedures for
Presidential Re\i ew of CAB Decisions

ACTION REQUESTED:
_ _ For Necessary Action
_.-

Prepare Agenda and Brie£

~--For Your Comments

__K_ For Your Recommendations
_ _ Draft Reply
--Draft Remarks

REMARKS:

'

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.
I£ you have c.ny ques~ions or if you anticipate a
delay in subrr-.itting fhe required material, please
tekpno:1e the Staff Secretary immediately.

Jim Connor
For the President

April 26

WASHINGTON

TO:

JIM CANNON

FROM:

JOHN 0. MARSH, JR.

-----For Dil'ect

--XX

For Youl'

1

Dear Jola:.

T!11a will -acltraowledge :rocelJ* of the letter
Prealaeut of taaa-y•a date. 1a 'Wialch. yo11
jfJIDe&l witla ~ea•maa ll.ooaey to u%p the
phmpt-ambatloo of a Direc~ of the om.ee
of a.u Pialt:lle-Cputael.

..

to tbe

Plea.e be as.a~"ecll ahaU can~ letter t.
~Weat'a atteat1oD at the ea~Ucet
oppo~._:. It 1• my .-del'.taocUng t:&at t&la
appq.lntmeat Ia- vader •c:tlYe .review and aetloa

tJae

sboald ba tal::ea alaortly•

.'
Chari. . Leppert.. 1r.
Deputy Assbtaat
to the Pneideut

.

'"

The Hoao:rable .1o1m E. l.loas
Chalrmaa
O'l'el'alght aAd I:avelftlgatl~
Subcommittee
Houae of itepre•e.ntatlve•
Washtngton. D.C. ZOS15
bee: w/ineomi.ng to Douglas Bennett for appropriate action
bee: w/incom.ing to Bob Linder - FYI
CL:JEB:VO:vo

RAT,...,.,. H.,.,• OPP!ea DutLOaPMoHa WlZ) %15-4441

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES

MICHAU. "· L&M0\1

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

1. 'I'MOMAtl ...a COUNHa.TO nta c:>tAtltMAN

CHIEI'~on,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON 01/ERSIGHT AND INVESTIGATIONS
OF THE
COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE: AND FOREIGN COMMERCE

WASHINGTON, D.C.

20515

Honorable Gerald R. Ford
The White House·
Washington, D. C. 20500
Dear Mr. President:
On February 5, 1976, you signed into law· the Railroad
Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, one of the
most important pieces of legislation to emerge from our parent
Committee, the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee. Title
III of the Act, "Reform of the Interstate Commerce Commission,"
contains many important regulatory reform provisions. We write
to express our concern that Section 304 of this Title, which
establishes an Office of Rail Public Counsel, has not received
your full attention.
As you know, that Section requires that the Office of
Rail Public Counsel be established within sixty days of approval
of the legislation:
· (1) There shall be established, 1-d thin 60 days
after the date of enactment of this section~ a
new independent office affiliated w·ith the
Commission to be known as the Office of Rail
Public Counsel. The Office of Rail Public
Counsel shall function continuously pursuant
to this section and other applicable Federal
laws.
(2)(a) The Office of Rail Public Counsel shall
be administered by a Director. The Director shall
be appointed by the President, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate.
Although the sixty day period ended on April 5, 1976, the
!Office has not yet been established. The first step in
establishing this Office, of course, is the appointment of
a Di..rJU:tor. We have had no indication, hol'lever ;that you have
reached a decision on this appointment.
f

'

H~norable

Gerald R. Ford

Page Two
The delay in establishment of the Office of Rail Public
Counsel \vhich has been caused by your failure to appoint a
Director is not in the public interest. The Congress envisioned
a major role for this Office_in the early administration of the
Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act. Your failure
to act in a timely fashion jeopardizes the ability of this office
to submit comments on proceedings under at least two sections of
the Act, the definition of Market Dominance (Section 202(b)) and
Division Procedures (Section 201), both of which are required by
the Act to be completed \vithin a specified time period. Without
immediate action on your part, the public will be deprived of its
voice in these important proceedings, in spite of the fact that
Congress saw fit to establish by statute a mechanism for ensuring
· the public was effectively represented.
We trust that the Congress and the Executive will continue
to cooperate in efforts to reform our regulatory agencies. Be
assured that our interest in regulatory reform is strong and shall
·continue. We hope that you will delay no further in appointing a
Director to the 0 ice of Rail Public Counsel.
'

JOHN E. MOSS
Chairman
Oversight and
Investigations Subcommittee

FRED B. ROONEY
Chairman
Transportation and
Commerce Subcommittee

JEM: lbj

'
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 29, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

~_A

FROM:

JAMES M. CANNON(1 4
rt:::
L. WILLIAM SEI~1r~_;

SUBJBCT:

Task Forces to Reduce Waste and Inefficiency
in Government Regulation

Background
In your meeting with the Domestic Council Review Group on regulatory reform on February 4, 1976, you called for speeding
up the pace and broadening the scope of the agency reform
effort. You noted that an effective reform effort will require
an initiative from outside the Departments and agencies in
identifying and reducing obsolete or unnecessary regulations.
In order to move forward to accomplish your objective, we will
establish a number of short-term task forces to reduce waste
and inefficiency in agency operations in the next six months.
Organization
Paul w. MacAvoy of the Council of Economic Advisers will direct
the task force effort and will report biweekly to the Economic
Policy Board Executive Committee which will provide you with
periodic evaluations of the progress being achieved. The task
forces will be staffed by individuals detailed from various
Departments and agencies.
Initial Focus
Initially, task forces will be set up to work with specific
agencies whose regulations appear to impose excessive costs
compared to benefits. The goal is to identify excessively
costly regulations which could be changed quickly. The task
forces will also focus on improvements in the administration
of certain regulations, such as speeding up the processing of
applications or responses to requests for rulings.

'
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The choice of agencies is perhaps the most critical step in
the entire process. Since this initial task force effort
is designed for a six-mo~th period, it is important that we
concentrate on agencies where improvements in performance can
be achieved within a short period of time. Based on our
research over the last six weeks, we expect that the task
forces will initially concentrate on the following:
1. OSHA. The OSHA mandatory physical standards for the
work environment are complex, very costly to meet, and appear
to have little effect on industrial accident rates. OSHA
itself is planning to hold regional hearings to determine
the most costly and least effective standards, and these
standards should be eliminated.
2. FEA has been required by congressional mandate to
develop comprehensive oil price controls which are complicated and cumbersome. While decontrolling refined products
over the next few months, FEA should simplify its procedures.
3. The Office of Export Administration in the Department
of Commerce issues export licenses for the sale of major
products to Eastern European and Sino-Soviet countries. The
current procedures are prolonged and have arguably had an
adverse impact on exports from the United States.
In the
case of high technology products, the national security implications of particular exports is sufficiently complicated that
a significant speedup is probably not possible. However, for
low technology products it should be possible to develop an
expedited licensing procedure. Commerce has taken a number
of steps to speed up the licensing process and plans to take
additional actions in cooperation with the task force.
Proposed Next Steps
Although the task forces can potentially produce significant
and visible accomplishments, their success will depend on your
strong personal support.
It will require that Departments and
agencies provide able people for detail to the task forces.
We estimate that the task forces will involve between 20 and 30
individuals over the next six months. We seek your approval
of this task force concept before staffing the operation.
Approve ______________

Disapprove

This memorandum has been approved by the EPB Executive Committee.
It has also been reviewed by the appropriate White House
offices. Their comments and recommendations are as follows:
., ,

Counsel's Office

Approve establishment of Task Forces

~

'
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John 0. Marsh

Approve establishment of Task Forces

Max Friedersdorf

No comment

'

Leach
;

I

THE WHITE HOUSE
WAS!-iiNGTON

May 7, 1976

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JAMES M. CANNON
L. WILLIAM SEIDMAN

FROM:

JAMES E. CONNORP~

SUBJECT:

Task Forces to Reduce Waste
and Inefficiency ii_?. Government
Regulation -~·-- ··

The President reviewed your memorandum of April 29 on the above
subjectand approved the Task Force concept outlined in your
memorandum to Reduce Waste and Inefficiency in Government
Regulation.
Please follow-up with appropriate action.

cc:

Dick Cheney
Robert Linder

'

T H E: \'/ H : T ::: :--1 0 US E

~·iEr·!OR..~!>JDUN FOR THE PRESIDENT

SUBJE;CT:

Task Forces to Reduce Waste and Inefficiency
in Government Regulation

Background

(

In your mee·ting with the Domestic Council Revie1.1 Group on regulatory reform on February 4, 1976, you called for speeding
·up the pace and broadening the scope of the agency reform
effort. You noted that an effective reform effort will require
an initiative from outside the Departments and agencies in
identifying and reducing obsolete or unnecessary regulations.
In order to move fon·Tard to acco2plish your objective, we \·:ill
establish a number of short-term task forces to reduce \·1aste
and inefficiency in agency operations in the next six months.
Organization
Paul \v. HacAvoy of the Council of Economic Advisers \'lill direct
the task force effort and will report bh'leekly to the Economic
Policy Board Executive Committee \vhich will provide you \oJ'ith
periodic evaluations of the progress being achieved. The task
forces vlill be staffed by individuals detailed from various
Departments and agencies.
Initial Focus
Initially, task forces will be set up to work with specific
agencies \~hose regulations ap?ear to impose excessive costs
compared to benefits. The gc~l is to identify excessively
costly regulations which coul~ be changed quickly. The task
forces will also focus on improvements in the administration
of certain regulations, such as speeding up the processing of
applications or responses to requests for rulings.

,

..
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The cholce of agencies is perhaps the most critical step ~n·
the entire process. Since this i~itial task force effort
is d~signed for a six-rnoqth period , it is important that we
concentrate on agencies where improvements in performanc~ can
be achieved within a short period of time. Based on our
research over the last six \·leeks, '·He exp~.ct that the task
forces will initially cpncentrate on the follm;1ing :·

1.

OSHA.

The OSHA mandatory physical standards for the
and appear
to have little effect on industrial accident rates. OSHA
itself.i s planning to hold regional hearings to determine
the most costly and least effective standards, and these
standards should be eliminated.

\·iork environment are C?Omplex, very costly to meet,

2. FEA has been required by congressional mandate to
develop comprehensive oil price controls which are complicated and cumbersome. While decontrolling refined products
over the next few months, FEA should simplify its procedures.
3. The Office of Export Administration in the Department
of Commerce issues export licenses for the sale of major
products to Eastern European and Sino-Soviet -c ountries. The
current procedures are prolonged and have arguably had an
adverse impact on exports from the United States.
In the
case of high technology products, the national security implications of particular exports is sufficiently complicated that
a significant speedup is probably not possible. Hm·Jever, for
low technology products it sho~ld be possible to develop an
expedited licensing procedure. Commerce has taken a number
of steps to speed up the licensing process and plans to take
additional actions in cooperation with the task !orce.
Proposed Next Steps
Although the task forces can potentially produce . sign1ficant
and visible accomplishments, their success will depend on your
strong personal support. It \·:ill require that DeJ?~rtrnents and
agencies provide able people for deta~l to the task forces.
\\'e estimate that the task forces r..Till involve bet'\'reen 20 and 30
individual s over the next six nonths. We seek your approval
of this task force concept be fore staffing the operation.

'

Disapprove
This me:: ~randum has been approved. by the EPB Executive Conmittee.
It has also been reviewed by the approp~iate White House
offices . Their co~uents and recommendations are as follows:
tr..,

Counsel 's Of fice

Approve e stabl ishment of Task Forces

-'
-3John 0. 1-'lo.r sh
.L·lax

Friedersdorf

Approve

·est.~blislm.lent

of Tas}: f'orc'=s·

No comment

,

cc:

Quem

/z.;.(~p-~

1'\HE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

May 7, 1976

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JAMES M. CANNON
L. WILLIAM SEIDMAN

FROM:

JAMES E. CONNOR~ ~

SUBJECT:

Task Forces to Reduce Waste
and Inefficiency .ih Government

@ulat~~ -----~_..--x

The President reviewed your memorandum of April 29 on the above
subject and approved the Task Force concept outlined in your
memorandum to Reduce Waste and Inefficiency in Government
Regulation.
Please follow-up with appropriate action.

cc: Dick Cheney
Robert Linder

R

WASHINGTON

April '8, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FRO.H:

JA!v1ES M. CANNON
L. WILLIAM SEIDHAH

SUBJBCT:

Task Forces to Reduce Waste and Inefficiency
in Government Regulation

Background

..

In your meeting with the Domestic Council Review Group on regulatory reform on February 4, 1976, you called for speeding
up the pace and broadening the scope of the agency reform
effort. You noted that an effective reform effort will require
an initiative from outside the Departments and agencies in
identifying and reducing obsolete or unnecessary regulations.
In order to move forward to accomplish your objective, we will
establish a number of short-term task forces to reduce waste
and inefficiency in agency operations in the next six months,
Organization
Paul W. MacAvoy of the Council of Economic Advisers will direct
the task force effort and will report biweekly to the Economic
Policy Board Executive Corrunittee which will provide you \vith
periodic evaluations of the progress being achieved. The task
forces will be staffed by individuals detailed from various
Departments and agencies.

,
Initial Focus
. Initially, task forces will be set up to work with specific
agencies whose regulations appear to impose excessive costs
compared to benefits. The goal is to identify excessively
costly regulations which could be changed quickly. The task
forces \vill also focus on improvements in the administration
of certain regul'~tions, such as speeding up the processing of
applications or re~ponses to requests for rulings.

-2-

The choice of agencies is perhaps the most critical step in
the entire process. Since this initial task force effort
is designed for a six-month per i::>d, it is important that 'ile
concentrate on agencies \vhere improvements in performance can
be achieved within a short period of time. Based on our
research over the last six weeks, we expect that the task
forces will initially concentrate on the follm·Ting:
1. OSHA. The OSHA mandatory physical standards for the
work environment are complex, very costly to meet, and appear
to have little effect on industrial accident rates.
OSHA
itself is planning to hold regional hearings to determine
the most costly and least effective standards, and these
standards should be eliminated.
2. FEA has been required by congressional mandate to
develop comprehensive oil price controls which are complicated and cumbersome. While decontrolling refined products
over the next few months, FEA should simplify its procedures.
3. The Office of Export Administration in the Department
of Commerce issues export licenses for the sale of major
products to Eastern European and Sino-Soviet countries. The
current procedures are prolonged anti have arguably had an
adverse impact on exports from the United States.
In the
case of high technology products, the national security implications of particular exports is sufficiently complicated that
a significant speedup is probably not possible.
Hmvever, for
low technology products it shoulc be possible to develop an
expedited licensing procedure.
Proposed Next Steps
Although the task forces can potentially produce significant
and visible accomplishments, their success will depend on your
strong personal support.
It will require that Departments and
agencies provide able people for detail to the task forces.
~ve estimate that the task forces ~..;ill involve between 20 and 30
individuals over the next six months. We seek your approval
of this task force concept before staffing the operation.
Approve

Disa.pprove

:

;
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Ei11BARGOED FOR HELEASE
UNTIL 12 NOON (EDrr)

flay 13, 1976

Office of the Hhite House Press Secretary

--------------------------------------------------------------THE HHITE HOUSE
FACT SHEET
AGENDA FOR GOVERNr1ENT REFORII ACrl'
The President is sending to Concress today the proposed
"Agenda for Government Reform Act" which would establish
a timetable for the President and Congress to make comprehensive and fundamental chanGes in Government reculatory
activities Vlhich affect the American econor.1y. The le[;isla tion
would:
Require consideration of the views of the American
people who want solutions to our regulatory problems.
Require an analysis of the costs and benefits of
Government regulatory activities.
Commit the President to develop and submit major
reform proposals to Congress no later than the end
of January in each of the next four years.
Encourage more effective Congressional oversight
of the operations of Government and comr1i t Congress
to act on needed reforms each year.
The purposes of this legislation are to: eliminate excessive
regulatory constraints on the economy; develop better, less
costly ways to protect public health and safety; reduce
federal paperwork requirements; eliminate excessive delay;
and streamline the costly regulatory bureaucracy.
BACKGROUND
In October of 1974, President Ford launched a major program
of regulatory reform. Since that time, significant adrninistrati ve inprovements have been acl1ieved. A reduction in
Government-imposed paperNor!{ requirements has been accomplis:hed.
Major regulatory agencies have been asked to reduce delays,
increase reliance on marlcet competition, and inprove consumer
access to regulatory decisions.
In addition, legislation has been enacted to repeal fair
trade laws, increase corn,etition in the securities industry,
and eliminate outdated railroad reeulation. The President
has also submitted legislative proposals to inprove regulation
of our airlines, motor carriers, and financial institutions.
The President will continue to stress the need for adninistrative improvements and to request Congressional action on
pending reform proposals. The legislation he is subrnittinr
today builds upon and complements his earlier efforts and
charts a specific course for the second phase of regulatory
reform over the next four years.
more
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THE ------LEGISLATION
·PRINCIPAL
------ O:i3JECTIVES
------ -OF --1.

_7'o ~.nco'!rage broad ~cale !)Ublic participation in seeking
practical solutions to co11ple~ re~ulato~~ E£2Plems. A
fundamental re··examination of regulatory practices will
foster increased public understanding of how the system
w·orks and how it affects individual Americans. And it
will provide an opportun-ity for individuals in all \'talks
of life to voice their concerns and register their ideas
and suggestions for realistic reform.

2.

To focus attention on the cumulative effect Government
ind1vi9-ual ~tors of ~he.. ~_ponomy. The
results of this legislation would be to provide a better
understanding of both the objectives and effects of
regulatory actions
thereby laying the foundation for
lasting, co:omonsense solutions to our regulatory
problems. Also this legislation would pernit the
American people to make Ii'lOre informed trade-·Offs bet\'Teen
desirable regulatory eoals such as environmental protection
and energy conservation.

3•

~£g_ !!!_t_nJ:pliz~- the _9_9StS vrhich yOVernment prog~ans_ imPOSet
9E. _1;_?-xpayer..§._ ~d th~ z..encral economy. Paperwork require-·
ments unnecessary program duplication, costly delay and
burdensome compliance reauirements multiply the cost of
Government intervention :· often without providing commensurate benefits in return . 'lhe legislation \'rould help
identify the cumulative costs of Government activities
which uust be borne by all Americans.

4.

To ~e_g_uire:_ tl~- Pr~sident §Ild Congr~ to act 2!!. co__!}Erete
reforms according to a snecific scheclule. 'I'his legislation
would commit--b~ the-President and Congress to cooperate
in the development and imple~nentation of needed reforms
according to a systematic arreed upon schedule. Close
cooperation between Congress and the Executive will encourage the public to work in concert with their Government to
build a more rational regulatory system.

acj;lo!ls-hav~- ~

HEED FOR OVERALL :tEFORII'J

---- -- ---- ---

In general, each time a new national problem is identified,
a new Federal program or agency is established to address it.
Often~ because solutions must be found quickly, ne\'1 policies
or organizations are created without sufficient attention to
their indirect econoMic effects, or to the overlap and
duplication \'Jhich !nay result.
Once established these programs and agencies strongly
resist change. Even where regulations are having a negative
effect or are competin~ with other national objectives the
status quo tends to 9revail. Generally» rerulatory problems
are caused not by a single ree;ulation but by the cumulative
effect of many Government regulations. Business~ labor and
consumers find it <lifficult to become actively involved in
changing a system that is confusing overlapping . . and complex.
The American economy is diviG.eci into many sectors. Government
regulatory activities affect these sectors in different ways
and to varying degrees. For example:~ environr.1ental regulations
have a greater impact on the transportation industry than they
do on the financial community and small businesses often feel
the effects of Government proportionately r:ore than large
corporations do. Each industry faces its own unique regulatory
problems. And presently, the cumulative effects of Government
regulatory activites on any ~iven industrial sector are unknown.
more
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TIMETABLE FOR REFORM
The Agenda for Governr.ent Reforn Act would establish a
four-year program of fundamental reform. Each year~ the
Presiden·t would assess the cumulative effects of Government
regulatory activites on major economic sectors and develop
legislative proposals for change along the following agency
lines (example only)
Agencies Considered for

Year

Le~}ativ~Administrcitiv~

Action
-----

1977

Transportation .?t
Agriculture
transportation industry
including water carri
ers and pipelines
crop and livestock
production
·~ forestry
fishing

ational Highway Traffic
Safety Administration DOT
Federal f·laritime Co!iunission
Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service, USDA
Agricultural Harketing
Service, USDA
U. S. Forest Service USDA
Interstate Commerce Commission
Civil Aeronautics Board

1978

TUning ~

Heavy nanuf'"actur·
ing and Public Utilities
-- pulp and paper indus
tries
chemicals
petroleum refining
rubber/plastics
stone/glass/concrete
automobiles
primary metals
fabricated metal

rune Enforcer.1ent and Safety
Administration , Department of
the Interior
Environmental Protection
Agency
Federal Lnergy Administration
Federal Pm·!er Commission
Nuclear Reeulatory Commission

r,~aci1inery

electric
services

1979

1980

gas ) sanitary

Light Nanufacturing and
Construction
housinr. and other
construction
~ general contractors
special trade
contractors
food processing
textiles
lumber & wood products
printing & publishinr,

Occupational Safety and Health
Administration , Department of
Labor
Food and Drug Administration)
Department of Health $ ECucation) and Welfare
Department of Housing and
Urban Development
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission
Consumer Product Safety
Comnission

Co~~unication , Financej
Insurance Real E state ~
'I'rade ) Services
·· banking credit 8:
insurance
· real estate
- broadcastinG;
'~olesale & retail
trade
- business & personal
services

Securities and Exchange
Commission
Departraent of the Treasury
Federal 'Trade Corrur.ission
Federal Cor.~unications
Commission

more
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ORGANIZATION OF

':1.11-ill

REFORM EFFOHT

The agenda begins witl1 ar ~as \'fhcre significant analysis has
already been done so that reco~~endations can be developed
quickly.
The White House will coordinate the efforts in each of the
four areas. Once the President·s proposal is passed:
Basic research and public participation in
developing major is sues \'Till begin sirnul taneously in each of the areas.
Public hearings will be held in all parts of
the country to assure that the President has
the best thinking available.
Each yearJ the Presiaent will submit specific
legislative proposals to Congress for action
and provide a report to the Congress and the
American people on the nature and extent of
Government intervention in the economy, in cluding an analysis of the costs and benefits
of regulatory activities.
The President will direct agencies to make
administrative improvements where necessary.
rfuere regulatory activities affect a wide range of industries
environmental regulations or occupational health and safety
standards, for example - it r.-tay be desirable to defer recommendations for any fundamental changes until a number of
different sectors have been examined. The agenda identified
in this legislation tal{es this into account and postpones
major recommendations on cross ·· cutting regulations until
sufficient data is available. Thus, although analysis of
the effects of OSHA regulations on the transportation and
agricultural industries will begin in the first year ,
major recommendations for any fundamental changes in these
areas may not be made until after the President has considered their impact on mining construction) and Qanufacturing.

'

Each year, the President is required to submit reform recommendations to Congress by the end of January. 'l~ese recom ~
mendations are then reviewed by the appropriate Congressional
comraittees. If the House and Senate have not acted on reform
legislation by November 15 ; the Presidentts proposals become
the pending business on the floor and remain so until acted
on by each nouse.
SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS
Section 2 sets forth the findines of the Congress and the
purposes- of the Act. It points out that although the
American economic system was founded on the principles
of market competition and minimal Government intervention
in the private sector ~ the Government ' s role in the
economy has crown over the years. In many cases J its
regulatory responsibilities have become confusing , over ~
lapping and contradictory. The direct and indirect costs
and benefits of regulatory activities are not clear.
Accordingly, the purpose of the legislation is to achieve
positive and lasting reform of Federal regulatory activities with increased public participation, more effective
Congressional oversight and systematic Presidential action.
more
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The bill would require the President to develop legislative
reforms e·very year for the next four years. It \'tould require
Congress to act on these reforms t'lithout delay.
SectiOE_ .l defines the specific terms used in the legislation
including agency · and · Federal regulatory activity.
Section !±. specifien the :sequence in Nhich reform proposals
are to be developed. The timetable is described in detail
above in this fact sheet. This section requires that each
Presidential proposal include among other things an icentification of the original puryoses of the regulatory activity
under review ) an assessment of the effectiveness of the
regulation ~ and specific recommendations for reform ~ elimi
nation . or continuation of the particular regulatory activity.
Section 5 explains Congressional responsibilities under the
Act. It specifies that reform proposals be referred to
appropriate committees in the House and Senate and would
require Congress to act on reforM leeislation by Novenber 15th
of each year. If the two Houses of Congress should fail to
do so the President : s reform proposals would become the
pending business of the House and Senate and remain so until
acted on by each House.

'
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AGENDA FOR GOVERNMENT REFORM
SECTORS
OF THE
ECONOMY
Transportation & Agriculture, e.g.,
- transportation industry
including water carriers
and pipelines
-plant and livestock
industries
-forestry
Mining, Heavy Manufacturing
and Public Utilities, e.g.,
- oil and gas extraction
-petroleum refining
- electric utilities
- iron and steel industries
-chemicals
- automotive industry
Light Manufacturing and
Construction, e.g.,
-food processing
-printing
-textiles
- housing and other
construction
Communication, Finance,
Insurance, Real Estate,
Trade, Services, e.g.,
-banking
-broadcasting
-retail and wholesale
trade
- business and personal
services

(Examples of
Agencies
considered for
Legislative &
Administrative
Action)

TIMETABLE

1977

1978

ANNUAL RESULTS

1980

Legislative
Proposals to

DOT
FMC
USDA

CONGRESS

RECOMMENDATIONS
Interior
EPA
FEA
FPC

Administrative
Actions to

AGENCIES

RECOMMENDATIONS
HUD
HEW
EEOC
CPSC
OSHA

Report to

RECOMMENDATIONS
Treasury

FTC
FCC
SEC

•

American
People on
Cumulative
Effects of
Gov't on
the Economy

El'IDARGOED FOR RELEASE
UNTIL 12 i'lOOl~ (ED'!l)

l'lfay 13, 1976

Office of the White House Press Secretary

------------------------------------------------------------THE l/HITE HOUSE
TO THE CONGRESS OF IJ:'HE UlHTED

STATE~:

Our American economic system has been built upon
individual initiative an~ freedom to strive to achieve
our economic goals. In an increasingly complex society,
however, tile role of government has been to assist in
the search for solutions to our National problems. But
in many cases, government imposell solutions have created
new problems and mandated excessive costs on our society.
Over the years, we have departed from the reliance on
incli vidual initiative and consUr.ler Cl1oice. \ve have
expanded government's role and created a rigid system
whiC!l nas become less able to respond to cnanging conditions.
The growtn of government expanded rapidly in the
ilepression era. New government agencies were created to
resolve our economic anu social problems -- to help reuuce
unemployment, to stabilize financial markets, and to protect
failing businesses. As a result of a proliferation of such
government a6encies since then -- all designed to solve an
increasing variety of problems -- we have come to expect tne
Federal Government to have all t.oe answers -- more and better
housing -- an efficient transportation system -- improved
health care -- atld equal opportunities in the job market.
In our compassionate desire to solve urgent human
problems, we have given the Federal Government the power
to reeulate more and 1110re of our economy and our way of life.
Over the years, reGulation has been considered an inexpensive,
easy answer to some very complex problems. HoN, we are
beginning to realize how high the costs are of what appeared
to be the easy solutions of the past.
Feueral programs and bureaucracies have grown
geometrically. In the last fifteen years 236 departments, abencies, bureaus and commissions have been
created wnile only 21 have been eliminated. Today we
have more than a tnousand different Federal programs,
more than 80 regulatory agencies, and more than 100,000
e;overnr.1ent workers whose primary responsibility is to
regulate soge aspect of our lives.
I•1y Adxainistration has made the reform of government
regulation one of its highest priorities. We have
initiated a national debate on the role that government
ree;ulation should play in our economy. In the past year,
we have achieved the most significant and comprel1ensive
progress toward reform in three decades. At the same time
we nave moved to\iard a more open and vigorous free market
in which consumers have available a wider range of goocis
and services to choose from and where businessmen have a
greater opportunity to run their own businesses.
more
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For example:
--We have reversed the trend of paperwork growth and
reduced regulatory delays.
--We have repealed the Federa~ fair trade laws which
created artificially hign consumer prices.
--The Senate has passed the Financial Institutions Act
which is the most sweeping reform of banking regulation
in over 40 years.
--We have increased civil and criminal penalties for
antitrust violations to insure that competition flourishes.
--We have interjected competition into the setting of
stock brokerase fees for tne first time since the major
stock exchanges were established almost 200 years ago.
--We have reduced the amount of ICC regulation of railroads
for the first time since the creation of that agency in
ltid7, and have proposed comprehensive and long overdue
reforms of airline and motor carrier ret;ulation.
These are important steps, but they are only a beginning.
We need a better understanding of the combined effects of all
government regulatory activities on our econony and our
lives. We need to eliminate contradictions and overlaps.
We need to abolish outdated and unnecessary regulation. We
need to strengthen the effectiveness of Congressional
oversight of government operations.
To meet these needs, I am today submitting the Agenda
for Govel"nment Reform Act which would establish a four-year
action program to work toward these goals. It would produce
comprenensive reforms to:
guarantee that government policies do not infringe
unnecessarily on individual choice and initiative
nor intervene needlessly in the market place.
find better ways to achieve our social goals at
minimal economic cost.
insure that government policies and programs
benefit the public interest rather than special
interests.
assure that regulatory policies are equitably
enforced.
7his legislation would require the President to develop
legislative reform proposals by January 31 of each year,
and Congress would be required to act upon them. Such a
disciplined approaci1 will help focus attention on major,
yet often neglected, aspects of government activities.
7nis Agenda will require the assessment of the cumulative
impact of government actions on major sectors of the economy
and build a rational basis for more inforr.1ed trade-offs
between broad economic goals, such as more jobs and lower
prices, and specific regulatory objectives, SUC.£1 as cleaner
air ana adequate rural services. And it will help identify
the hidden costs imposed on the econor.lY by government
regulation.
more
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'rhis legislation is tl1e product of joint Congressional

and Executive branch interest in seeking lone term solutions
to our regulatory problems. Senators Charles Percy and
Robert Byrd have been leaders in pressfng for comprehensive
reforms. In the House of Representatives, Congresswoman
Barbara Jordan and Congressman John Anderson have also
introduced systematic reform legislation. Ivly legislation
addresses similar concerns. I look forward to working
with Congress to achieve our common goals.
Let me stress that tnis new program oust not delay
reform efforts now underway. This new legislation is a
complement not a substitute for the on-g;oing administrative
iraprovements and legislative proposals I have already
announced. I':Iy Administration will continue to press for\~Tard
witll reduction of unnecessary and burdensome regulation
a.nd elimination of government-imposed paperwork and red tape.
\ve Hill continue to raake administrative improvements wherever
possible, and to obtain congressional action on proposals
for increased competition in regulateJ industries.
r.L;his is an ambitious prosram. But I believe it is possible
to make our regulatory system responsive to the concerus of
all Americans. ;£hey demand and deserve nothing less. I ask
the Congress to act quickly on this legislation so that
tosether we may begin to create a legacy of economic prosperity
for future generations.

GERALD R. FORD

THE

~'IHITE

HOUSE,

May 13, 1976.
# # # #
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A BILL
To Set an Agenda for

Gove~nment

Reform

Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives
of the United States of America .t.n Conzress assembled,
That this Act may be cited as the Agenda for Government
Reform Act
Section 2 (a) ( 1). \-There as the AmePican economic system
was founded on the principles of competition and minimal
government intervention in the marketpla~e;
(2) Whereas the federal goverLment's role in the
national economy has grown through regulatory controls
designed to achieve economic objectives and to safeguard
public health and safety;

(3) Whereas the costs and benefits of federal
regulatory activities are not always understood and these
activities sometimes are confusing, contradictory, dilatory
or overlapping; and
(4) Whereas the Congress and the President are
responsible for the creation, oversight, and execution of
these federal regulatory activities and for insuring that
they are consistent with the achievement of other important
national goals.
(b) Therefore the Congress finds that it is in the
public interest for the President and the Consress:

(1) To examine systematically, with substantial
public participation, federal regulatory activities in
order to determine their impact on the nation's economy,
consumers, and taxpayers; and
(2) To eliminate excessive regulatory constraints
on the economy; develop better, less costly means of protecting public health and safety; reduce federal paperwork
requirements; eliminate unnecessary delay; and strear,1line
the regulatory bureaucracy.
(c) It is the purpose of this Act to achieve positive
and lasting reforms of federal regulatory activities through
increased participation by the American people, more effective legislative oversight by the Congress, and syster.1atic
action by the President. To achieve these purposes, this
Act:

(1) Contemplates that the President will obtain
the views of concerned Americans on the Nation's reculatory
problems and their solutions;
(2) Requires an analysis of the costs and benefits
of government regulatory activities;
(3)
Cormnits the President to develop major legislative recommendations in each of the next four years; and

(4) Commits the Congress to act on needed reforms,
provided that nothing contained herein should be construed
more
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as indicating a Congressional intent to discoura8e or
forestall submission or consideration of any legislative
proposal dealing with federal regulatory activity at times
earlier than those prescribed in Section 4(a) of this Act.
Section 3.

For purposes of this Act:

(a) "Agency" has the same meaning as provided in
Section 552(e) of title 5, United States Code; and
(b) "Federal regulatory activity" means any systematic
action taken by the federal government or an agency thereof,
except by its powers of taxation, which may, directly or
indirectly, affect economic performance, prices or
employment.
Section 4(a). No later than the dates indicated below
in this subsection, the President shall submit proposals
containing the information described under Section 4(b)
with respect to such statutes and agencies as the President
elects to include in the following areas:

(1) By the last day of January 1973, the transportation and agriculture industries~ The proposal must
consider the activities of the Department of Agriculture,
the Department of Transportation, the Civil Aeronautics
Board, the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Federal
f'~laritime Commission, and such other agencies as the
President may determine.
(2) By the last day of January 1979, the mining,
heavy manufacturing, and public utilities industries. The
proposal must consider the activities of the Department of
the Interior, the Environmental Protection Agency, the
Federal Energy Commission, the Federal Power Con~ission,
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and such other agencies
as the President may determine.

(3) By the last day of January 1980, the light
manufacturing and construction industries. The proposal
must consider the activities of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, the Department of Labor, the Consumer Product
Safety Commission, the National Labor Relations Board, the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and such other
agencies as the President may determine.
(it) By the last day of January 1981, the communications, finance, insurance, real estate, trade, and service
industries. The proposal must consider the activities of
the Department of the Treasury, the Federal Trade Commission,
the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Small Business
Administration, the Federal Communications Commission, and
such other agencies as the President may determine.

(b) Each proposal submitted by the President pursuant
to subsection (a) shall include the following:
(1) An identification of the purposes intended to
be achieved by the enactment of legislation authorizing the
federal regulatory activity;
(2) An identification of the economic, technological,
social or other conditions determined by Congress to have
justified enactraent of legislation authorizing the federal
regulatory activity;
more
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(3) An analysis of whether the federal regulatory
activity, as authorized and as implemented, has achieved its
intended purposes;
{4) An analysis of whether the purposes sought to
be achieved by the enactment of legislation authorizinc the
federal regulatory activity remain valid goals in light of
present economic, technological, social or other conditions;

{5) An analysis of whether legislation authorizing
federal regulatory activity has complementary, duplicative
or conflicting purposes and effects;
(6) An analysis of whether the benefits of the
federal regulatory activity outweigh the costs;

(7) An analysis of any reasonable alternative means
of achieving the intended purposes of the federal regulatory
activity; and
(8) The President's recommendation for reform,
elimination or continuation of legislation authorizing the
federal regulatory activity.
Section 5. The provisions of this Section are enacted
by the Congress:
(1) As an exercise of the rulemaking power of the
House of Representatives and the Se~ate, respectively, and
as such they shall be considered as part of the rules of
each House, respectively, or of that House to which they
specifically apply, and such rules shall supersede other
rules only to the extent that they are inconsistent therewith;
and
(2) With full recognition of the constitutional
right of either House to change such rules (so far as
relating to such House) at any time, in the same manner,
and to the same extent as in the case of any other rule
of such House.
(a) The President shall submit each proposal required
under Section 4 to the Congress and separately transmit such
proposal to the Speaker of the House of Representatives and
the President pro tempore of the Senate.
(b) Each proposal submitted under Section 4(a) shall
be referred:
(1) To the appropriate standing or special conmittees
of the House of Representatives having legislative jurisdiction
or oversight responsibilities with respect to the subject
matter of such proposal;
(2) To the appropriate committee or committees of
the Senate having legislative jurisdiction or oversight
responsibilities with respect to the subject matter of such
proposal; and

(3) To such joint committee as the Congress may
designate or establish for this purpose.
more
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(c) The committees to WiUCLl a proposal is referred
under this Section shall review such proposal and report
a bill approving or disapprovins such proposal in whole
or in part~ with such amendments as are deemed appropriate.
Such reports shall be joint reports if agreenent between or
among such committees can be made '\!lith respect to any such
proposal(s), but otherwise shall be separate reports. In
the event that the Congress has failed to enact a bill, as
called for by Section 4 of this Act, by t~e 15th of November
of each specified year, then the proposal submitted by the
President in such year, pursuant to Section 4 of this Act,
shall become the pending order of business in the House of
Representatives and the Senate. It shall remain the order
of business until acted on by each House.

more
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Agenda For Government ReforB Act
Section

~ ~

Findings and

PurpE_~es

This section details the Congressional findings and
articulates the purposes of the Act. It stipulates that
the American economic system was founded on a strong belief
in competition and minimal government intervention. It
recognizes that federal regulatory actions desi~ned to
achieve economic) health or safety objectives have increased
over time~ and that conflicts; overlaps. delay~ or confusion
sometimes exist in government rec,ulations. It states ti1at
it is incumbent upon the Congress and the President to
examine and reform these regulations in order to malce sure
that rec;ulatory purposes remain valid and regulatory enforce, ..
ment is equitable and efficient.
The purpose of the Act is to achieve positive and lasting
federal regulatory reforms. To acconplish this: greater
participation by the American people" more effective
Congressional oversight;) and more systematic actions by the
President are needed. The bill reauires the President. in
each of the next four years) to submit specific proposals for
the reform of federal re~ulatory activities affectin~ certain
sectors of the American economy. His lecislative proposals
would be accompanied by a report to the American people and
the Congress, The House and Senate would a.~ree to consider
the President's proposals before the end of the year if they
have not enacted a reform bill earlier.
An important feature of this section stipulates that
the tiE1etable set up by the legislation is not intended to
constrain in any way the President's right to propose or the
authority of the Congress to consider any regulatory le;:;isla·tion. If Congress and the President decide that regulatory
legislation is needed prior to the calendar laid out in the
Act~· their im.rnediate action on that legislation would not be
delayed by this bill. Of course. the President would continue
to implement administrative reforms affectinG Executive
branch agencies.
Section

1-

Definitions

This section defines the terr.1s •·an,;ency ;: and. ,·;federal
regulatory activity 1: . The latter includes any systematic
action taken by the federal government, except through its
powers of taxation, which broadly impacts the American
economy~ consumers, or taxpayers.
A broad definition of
regulatory activity will allow the President flexibility to
recommend chanzes in many areas --· e.~. ~ statutes pertaining
to regulations. non·tax subsidies and credit assistance::
government procurement_ etc.
more
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Section 4 "' Timetable for RefoPrfl
This section lays out the sequence of proposals which
the President will submit to Congress.
The lesislation organizes the President 1 s pro~ram around
major industries. 3y January. 31 of each of the follmving
years; the President will submit proposals for reforms which
appear to him most critical in the following areas·
(a)

~January

31; 1978 - The transportation and
industries, This includes all aspects
of the transportation system includinc water
carriers, pipelines, local and suburban transit
systems; transportation services~ plant and live~
stock industries_ etc. and other industries. As
a guideline~ the President would examine at least
those industries described in major ~roups 1-·9,
40-·47 of the Standarj Industrial Classification
Hanual (SIC)) 1972 edition.
~riculture

In this area, the President would consider the
activities of the i~ational Highi'lay Traffic Safety
Administration in the Department of Transportation,
the Ani~al and Plant Health Inspection Service in
the Department of Agriculture. the Federal ~aritime
Commission: and any other at>;encies he deemed
appropriate.
(b) By January 31) 19?2_ ~· ~he :uining heavy manufact urine:
9-nd Eublic utilities_ ind!l_s_tries. This includes ____
mining: oil and gas extraction; paper_. chemicals~
petroleum refining_ rubber. concrete: primary
metals: machinery and transportation equipment
electric, gas, and sanitary services and other
industries. As a suirleline; the President would
examine at least those industries described in
ma,jor groups 10-14 26.28-30. 32·37:. and 49 of
the Standard Industrial Classification Manual (SIC)~
1972 edition.
IJ.'he President would consider activities of the !.'Une
Enforcement Safety Administration in the Department
of the Interior" the Environmental Protection Agency_
Federal Energy Administration; Federal Power
Commission . Juclear Rer-rulatory Commission~ and any
other agencies he deemed appropriate.
(c)

~

January 31_~ ~930 ··· ':'he licht manufacturinc; and
.
construction industries. This includes food process1n3
textifesand apparel) printin.s:. measuring and controllinr.;
instruments; construction) and other industries. As a
.guideline. the President t"lould examine at least those
industries described in major groups 15 17} 20-25o 27)
31 , and 33·· 39 of the Standard Industrial Classification
~anual~ 1972 edition.
;11l1e

President -vroulo consiuer the activities of the
Food and Drug Administration in the :Jepartment of
Health, Education, and l.Jelfare, the Occuoational
Safety and Health· Administration in the bepart;:1ent
of Labor; the Consumer Product Safety Core~ission,
National Labor :=lelations Board, Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission and any other agencies he
deemed appropriate.
more
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(ci)

By J:muary 31. 1901 ~ ~rhe communications_ finance~·
Insurance:- real -e·sf2.te ~--·trade- ana-·s-ervices -Tndustries.
This includescoriiinunications; bankin.~-;- securities---and
col1l.!-nodities trading; the insurance business, and other
industries. As a RUideline~ the President would
examine at least those industries described in ~ajor
groups 48" 50--·99 of the Standard Industrial Classifi··
cation r'ianual) 1972 edition.
The President would consider the activities of the
Treasury Department.' the Fec~eral Trade Commission;
Securities and ExchanS?e Commission, Small Business
Administration" Federal Communications Commission,.
and any other arsencies he deemed appropriate.

Each yearly proposal must include analyses of relevant
federal regulatory activities and be accompanied by the
President's legislative recommendations for needed changes.
Section ;?_ •• Con:;ressional J.eview
This section states that Congressional a~ree~ents for
considering legislation are adopted as a change of rules in
the House and Senate. It requires the President's legislation to be referred to the appropriate committees in the
House and Senate; and to any joint committee established or
designated for the purpose.
rlhe committees would have until no later than i~ovember 15
of the year in which the proposal was originally submitted to
report out and enact resulatory reform le~islation. If at
that time a bill had not been enacted:. the President : s orir;inal
proposal would become the pending business in each House and
remain the pending item until disposed of by each House.
The legislation does not request any authorization for
additional funds. Existing resources will be used to carry
out the reform a~enda.
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MR. CARLSON: Good morning. As you know, the
President today is sending to Congress the .Agenda for
the Government Reform Act. You should have a copy of its
fact sheet and also an advance text of the noon time SBA
speech.
Following this briefing we will have copies of
the legislation and the Message to Congress.
and
has
who
the

Here to briefly summarize this legislation
to answer your questions is Secretary Richardson, who
assisted in developing this proposal, and Ed Schmults,
is the Deputy Counsel to the President and Chairman of
Domestic Counsel Review Group on Regulatory Reform.
Gentlemen.
SECRETARY RICHARDSON:

Good morning, ladies and

gentlemen:
I am going to say just a few ~eneral t-rords about the
President's proposal for regulatory reform, the agenda for
the Government Reform Act, and then ask Ed Schmults to
follow up with a more detailed description of just how
the legislation works.
Regulatory reform has been a subject of maier
interest to the President for the past two years. He
launched a major program of regulatory reform in October
of 1974. Since that time significant administrative
improvements have been achieved. Legislation has been
enacted to repeal fair trade laws, increase competition in
the securities industry and eliminate outdated railroad
legislation.
The President has also submitted legislative
proposals to improve regulation of our airlines, motor
carriers and financial institutions.
MORE
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The issue of re~ulatory reform has also been of
increasing concern to the Congress and the American people
generally. The subject is complex. But increasingly our
society is recognizing that issues of fundamental choice are
involved, issues involving tradeoffs between degrees of
environmental protection, for instance, or jobs, prices and
energy consumption.
There is a growing sense that our existing mechanisms
have not adequately taken into account both costs and benefits
of regulatory activity in the process of developing and
administering regulatory policy.
There is also, as is well in evidence, a growing
resentment of governmental bigness and clumsiness and I would
add intrusiveness, but, because the issues are as complex as
they are, there is considerable uncertainty as to how best
to proceed toward further reform.
The job requires, first, systematic analysis and,
second, a comprehensive plan of action.
The President's initiative announced today is
intended to provide a basis for the development of a comprehensive plan of action. It is the next major stage in the
President's regulatory reform effort. It provides an opportunity to show the American people that the Congress and the
Executive together can come up with a systematic approach to,
and timetable for, comprehensive and constructive action in
regulatory reform.
The approach taken by this legislation would, in
effect, establish a series of specific timetables for reviewing
major industrial areas and the r~gulatory agencies~ t.vhich deal
with those areas, and it incorporates a new and I think
very ingenious constitutional device, v.rhich Mr. Schmults
will e~plain further, that in effect puts it to the Congress
to act within a specified period of time and if at the end of
that time, nine and a half months, the Congress has not
acted, then by virtue of the amendment of its own rules
by the legislation, the proposal submitted to the Congress
in legislation by the President for regulatory reform would
become the pending business of each House.
This, in effect, means that the Executive Branch
by the terms of the legislation is required to come forward
~lith proposals year by year in accordance with the
schedules set forth in the legislation and the Congress itself, then having received these proposals, would be
required to deal with them one way or another.

~
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Before going to any questions, I am sure you will
want to hear Ed Schmults' further description of how
this works.
MR. SCHMULTS:
Richardson.

Thank you very much, Secretary

I might add one thing before I briefly describe
the proposal. I think those of us in the Administration who
have been involved in regulatory reform have found it to be
a very tough task indeed. It is not an easy effort. The
problems are difficult. Sometimes the solutions are only
dinly perceived but we have to get about the task.
There is a tremendous feeling of frustration on the
part of the American people, small businessmen and
consumers, about the way government is re~ulating, about
bureaucratic red tape, paperwork and so forth.
Some of the problems that ~1e have seen are that
public understanding is just not sufficient yet to achieve
change. We really have to do a better job in explaining
the problem to the public, the general public, small
businessmen and consumers. They simply have to be more
effective in helping the Executive Branch and the Congress to
achieve meaningful change.
Another problem is one of data. Particularly in
the health and safety area, much of the data simply is not
there. In the economic area there has been more research in
the universities and in the think tanks and by people in
government, but in the EPA, OSHA, and these areas, we simply
have to develop better data to Make the creditable case,
the hard case that has to be made to achieve change.
Another problem is over the last year t-Je have
been proceeding on what I might call a piecemeal basis.
Secretary Richardson mentioned the specific areas or the
specific pieces of legislation that have been si~ned into
law. Other bills are pending on the Hill. The President
is taking administrative action. But the problem with that
approach -- and we intend to continue that approach and I
want to emphasize that -- is that where you are t.rorking
in one area, thousands of pages of regulations are being
turned out in another area and the problem is just so
broad that you haveto put a plan and a process in place.
Also., in the piecemeal approach you tend to focus on
an area where a lot of work has been done, where you can
build on the research that has been done out in the country
and here in government. However, the more important problems
may well lie elsewhere,and for that .reason, as Secretary
Richardson indicated, the President is submitting to Confress
a comprehensive action program for reform of government in all
of its regulatory activities.
This legislation will force a discipline on the
Congress and the President to achieve a meaningful reform.
It is important to note that the American people will be
engaged in this process in assisting and determining solutions
in the public interest.
MORE
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Now, what this legislation does basically, before
I get into the specifics, is the Federal Government will
get its act together. The Executive and the Congress will
agree now that we have to put a process in place, we will
set forth an agenda as to the issues that are going to
be addressed. It prescribes that the President must submit
solutions each year, legislative proposals each year to
the Congress, and that the Congress must also act on these
proposals.
The President will be submitting his
in January of each year and if, by November 15
year, a bill has not been enacted by Congress,
President's proposals become the pending order
on the Floor of each House until acted upon so
will be action.

proposals
of the same
then the
of business
that there

Now, this is important because this should generate
confidence in the American people,businessmen, consumers,
labor unions, universities, that action will happen, and
so they will be prepared to devote their resources, their
energies and their time to producing the data and to coming
up with solutions for us to review and analyze and for the
President to propose and for Congress to act on.
Now it is important -- and I want to emphasize
this again -- that this is not a timetable for delay. Any
action that can be taken now, either administratively by
the Administration or by the Congress by legislation, we
will certainly propose immediately.
But the sir,nificance of this legislative proposal
is it lays out a disciplined framework for reform and for
action. The chart is part of your fact sheet and you may
be able to see it a little more clearly there.
But what happens here is that at the start of
this effort work proceeds in all sectors. The bulk of the
work in the first year is in the transportation and
agricultural sectors of our economy. At the same time,
however, work is beginning in mining, heavy manufacturing
and public utilities, also in pipe manufacturing and
construction, communications, finance, and so forth.
Now, administrative proposals can be made here
by the President and put into place by his own authority.
The legislative proposals will be made to Congress, as I
have indicated. Congress will agree at the front end that
they will act on them in an up-·or-·dmm vote.
This gets around the problem of the subcommittees.
It will go to the Floor of each House.
r10RE
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Some of the work here (pointinr, to chart) -- for
example, in EPP and in the Feder?-1 F.ner~v Adninistration, here
in the second year we make t~e basic trade-off hetween
environmental and enerr.y considerations , but ~1ork is being done
in those areas in the transportation and agricultural sectors.
Of course, the Environmental Protection Agency
and the Federal Energy Administration have significant impacts
on transportation and agriculture, but it may be, because
of the way the Energy Act and the timing of the decontrol
procedure, that more comprehensive proposals can be made
in the second year, and that is when they will be made,
by the end of the second year.
Over here on this part of the chart you see annually
each year legislative proposals to Congress for action by
Congress. You see administrative actions by the President,
who has been taking over the last year and a half and will
continue to take in all the departments.
Secretary Richardson in the Commerce Department
has a massive effort underway in the regulatory reform area
and they are putting improvements in place all across the
board.
The independent agencies -- the President has met
with them twice and he is cajoling and persuading them to
take action in progress there.
There will be a report to the American people
on the cumulative effects of regulation on the economy, to
the American people and the Congress.
But what may well come out of something like this
could conceivably be a regulatory budget because we will be
identifying the cumulative impact of regulation of Government
interference in the economy by sectors of the economy. That
is what has not been done to date.
You have each agency going full bore to achieve
its mission and there is no way to reconcile conflicting
agency missions, duplication and overlap. By getting out
there, talking to the people, the industries involved,
identifying the costs -- and we think they will be staggering
you can then decide what you want to do, how much, how fast
and at what cost, and begin to make some of the trade-offs.
We will take any questions.

Q
I didn't understand you. Did you say that
these proposals will go up there and the Congress will vote
on them up or down before they go to committee?
MORE
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MR. SCHl1ULTS: No. Hhat happens is this: If
this legislation is enacted, as we hope it will be soon,
the President will, according to the timetable in the
legislation, be required to submit legislative proposals
to Congress. They will then be referred to the appropriate
committees with jurisdiction over the subject matter.
These proposals will undoubtedly be made along
agency lines because of the way Congress is organized and
because of the way the Federal Government is organized.
The bill will be reported to the committees, but
it cannot be bottled up in those committees because, if they
have not reported a bill out by November 15, the President's
proposals go to the Floor of each House and become the
pending order of business on the Floor of each House until
acted upon.

Q
Mr. Schmults, isn't that a very unrealistic
proposal? It is clearly an infringement on the present
Congressional prerogatives and it establishes a unique or
an unusual precedent that the Congress is likely to resist.
Would you comment on that?
MR. SCHMULTS:
this.

Yes, sir.

I think that there are significant benefits of
I think that --

Q

Regardless of the benefits --

MR. SCHMULTS: Let me tell you why the benefits
of this is not an infringement on Congressional prerogatives.
VJe have been very careful to define a realistic mechanism
here. Congress does this itself in this legislation as an
amendment of their o~m rules and they reserve the
constitutional right which they have to change their rules,
so Congress could, if it so desired, change these rules
that make the President's proposals a pending order of
business on the Floor.
We would trust that if this legislation was
enacted that Congress would be extremely reluctant to do
this because the point of this legislation is the President
and Congress making a commitment to the American people
that reform will be achieved.

Q
Hhat have the leaders of Congress thought
about your proposal?
MR. SCHMULTS: He have talked to a number of people
up on the Hill and the bill will be introduced today. We
believe it will be taken up by Senator Ribicoff at his
Government Operations Committee hearings next week and
we are hopeful that we will get broad support for this
legislation.
l10RE
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Q
But I asked you specifically the leaders
of Congress. Have you talked to Carl Albert about it, Tip
O'Neill, Senator Mansfield, Senator Byrd?
people.

MR. SCHMULTS: We have talked to a number of
He have not talked to those you have mentioned.

Q

Hould the legislation permit committees
to change the President's proposals?
MR. SCHMULTS:

Yes, it would.

Q

Then, they could emasculate it, they could
kill it, they could change it beyond recognition if they
wish.
MR. SCHMULTS:

Of course.

SECRETARY RICHARDSON: ~1ay I just point out,
following up what Ed has said, number one, the legislation
calls for the Congress to act on the President's legislative
proposals within the 9-1/2-month period. That means, in
effect, as you say, that the Congress could emasculate them,
it could turn them down --

Q

I am talking about committees, Mr. Secretary.

SECRETARY RICHARDSON:

-- but it would have acted.

The second point is that the proposal here for
the kind of rule change that Ed has mentioned is less farreaching than the reorganization power that the President
already has, which allows him to develop a reorganization
plan for Executive Branch agencies submit it to the Congress
and then, if the Congress does not act within a certain
number of days -- I think 60 -- the reorganization plan
automatically goes into effect.

,

This proposal, of course, is not that the
regulatory reform would automatically go into effect at
the end of 9-1/2 months but simply that it would become
the pending business of each branch as a way of creating
some pressure to act on it one way or another.

Q

Gentlemen, excuse me, but, to follow up,
would you really expect the full House or the full Senate
to approve legislation before it had gotten clearance from
the committee, the appropriate committee?
SECRETARY RICHARDSON: It has done that on occasion
where committees have failed to move expeditiously enough
and, of course, here the premise is that the Congress will
join the Executive Branch in the recognition that the
cumulative burden of regulation has -1'10RE
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Q
Pardon me, Mr. Secretary, but would you go
to the podium, please?
Q

We can't hear you back here.

SECRETARY RICHARDSON: The premise of the legislation,
of course, is that there has been such a common recognition
of the cumulative burden of regulation on the part of both
the Congress and the public generally that the Congress will
want to cooperate in a way of dealing with the problem.
~fuile it is true that the legislation would place
the Congress under a deadline, in effect, to act one way or
another, it do~s that for the Executive Branch, tQo. And
I think that the Congress might well agree a~d should agree
with the President that, from the point of view of the people
out there, it is t'lashington without distinction as between
the Congress and the Executive Branch that has created this
burden of regulations and it is ~7ashington that should do
something about it, but Hashington can do something about it
only cooperatively through action by both the Executive
Branch and the Congress.

Q
Mr. Secretary, on that point, Congress seems
to be responding to another message from the people out there
to the effect that Washington is responsible for it, but
don't mess with my regulations, and I assume that is why
your proposals on trucking and airline deregulation are on
dead center in the committees and it is hard to believe
that those pressures will be lifted to the point that you
can obtain this objective.
SECRETARY RICHARDSON: Hell, sometimes it is harder
to make progress with small proposals than with big ones.
The approach taken here would ~et to very fundamental problems
like, for example, the trade-offs between environmental
protection, protection of health and safety, versus cost
impact on the product to the consumer versus the impact on
jobs.
From my point of view, as Secretary of Commerce,
the thing that has struck me most since coming here and
taking that job is that business generally is whipsawed
between conflictinp, public demands. People want low prices
and environmental protection. They want safety and lower
costs. They have not, I think, thought through the impact
on job creation, which some of the demands of regulation
create.
One of the things that this legislation can do
is to help focus what are ultimately public choices. The
American people are going to make these choices, have been
making these choices one way or another anyway, and what
this does is to create a systematic process of identifying
the costs and benefits that enter into those choices.
HORE
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Once that comes to be understood, I think it
will have increasing support as a major effort, perhaps
the most important governmental
the most important
review of the cumulative impact of decades of legislation
that has been ever undertaken.

Q
Mr. Secretary, is this an open-ended program?
I mean, it is not just foreseen to go through 1980 or 1984
and beyond?
SECRETARY RICHARDSON: It can go beyond, although
the timetable specified in the legislation does, in fact,
embrace all the major areas of reform. I suppose maybe
one could not confidently forecast that all the things that
need to be done would, in fact, have been done at the end
of this period, and so there undoubtedly would be a spillover.

Q
Mr. Secretary, Secretary Mathews has been
making a lot of big talk about all the regulation by his
department. The only HEW I see in here is FDA. t.rhat about
all the rest of it? Has that been excluded?
SECRETARY RICHARDSON: The Food and Drug
Administration, of course, is the only part of HEt1l
that impacts on commercial activity and quite directly
on the consumer with a lot of the trade-offs that we have
been talking about.
The regulations under the Social Security
Administration, for example, are regulations that bear on
the administration of that program itself.
I will ask Ed to comment.

,
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Q

Mr. Secretary, does this mean that there is
another bunch of deregulations coming at the end of the month?
Is that just commercial?
SECRETARY RICHARDSON: l·Jell, regulation, as
defined here? really bears on the conduct of the private
economy and the entire relationship between business and
the consumer and the protection of the consumer interests
and so on and safety and that kind of thing.
MR. SCHMULTS:

That is right.

SECRETARY RICHARDSON: The regulations, as I say,that
are from the Welfare Administration or Hedicaid or Medicare or
Social Security are regulations directed to the people who
administer those programs and they clarify what the
benefits schedules mean and things like that, but they are
not in the sense that this contem~lates regulations imposed
by government on the outside world.

Q Mr. Secretary, both Governors Carter and
Reagan have have discussed in detail the need for -ust such
governmental reforms in TA1ashington as t-rell as expounding
at length on their experiences in reorganizing State
Government in Atlanta and Sacramento. Hy question is, have
you consulted with or been influenced in any way by these
two men, either of whom might be President in a matter of
months?
SECRETARY RICHARDSON: I think the short answer to
that is no, but I will ask Ed. (Laughter)
As I pointed out in the beginning of my statement,
this present proposal really has grown out of the initiatives
that President Ford took from the very beginning of his
Presidency in this field, including the legislation that
he has already submitted.

Q
Yes, but has it been influenced in any way
by Governors Carter and Reagan?
SECRETARY RICHARDSON: I doubt it.
answer is more likely the other way around.

I think the

Q
ttl ell, does this have anything to do tlli'i th the
election, Mr. Secretary?

SECRETARY RICHARDSON: Of course everything that a
President who is seeking election and t-rho is a candidate in
a sense has to do with it, but the President does not
suspend business because of the election and this is
certainly a proposal that he would have made at this point
regardless of whether it was an election year. I hope,
speaking as a citizen, that it will be regarded as further
evidence of why he ought to be elected.

MORE
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Q
Mr. Secretary, if this is a non-election year
serious proposal and it does, as you pointed out, seriously
affect the conduct of the Congress in this area, I don't
quite understand why it has not been taken up t~d th the
Democratic leadership with whom you are going to have to deal
down the line.
SECRETARY RICHARDSON: I can't speak directly
to the tactical judgment involved in this, but I assume
that the answer was that the first people to deal with it
would be the people whose committees would have jurisdiction
over the legislation, that there was a considerable road to
travel before it became a matter on which the leadership
would have any occasion to act.
MR. SCHt1ULTS: That is right. lr.Te certainly want
to work with the Democratic leadership, any people on that side
of the aisle. Senator Robert Byrd, Congresswoman Barbara
Jordan have been very active in this reform effort
and they have a good bill that will be considered on the
hill~ too, and we want to work with them.
We think this
is a very good government effort that deserves bipartisan
support. ~re have discussed this with some Democrats on the
Hill, but I would not put them in the leadership as such,
as you define it, but we certainly do want to work with
them and we hope that Congress will enact this.
I would like to return to one point, if I could,
about the air bill that I just would like to add one
thing. I think the air bill really proves two things: One,
it proves you can achieve progress when you do it agency by
agency because I think with the air bill and the CAB the level
of debate and understanding is considerably higher than it
was a year ago.
Senator Kennedy came out with a very good report in
that area. The CAB, I think, gave almost unprecedented
testimony before Senator Cannon's committee. So I would
say that there has been progress there, but r..rhen you deal
with it agency by agency, as some of the bills do on the
Hill, you are debating the problem just on the basis of what
that agency does and on its mission and its goals and how
much money do you want to spend.
So much of the problem is reallya cross-cutting
problem, it is a cumulative impact of regulation on small
business. There are five agencies that are allayinp, costs
and, of course, many more than five-·-· On small business, and
you cannot do it all at once. You have to be~in to make some
tradeoffs as between agencies, and that you cannot do if
you consider it agency by agency.

MORE
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The advantage of the President's bill, as
Secretary Richardson indicated, is you do pick up the
cumulative impact first and then you decide and you inventory
where the real problems are and you come up with legislative
proposals.

Q
On the air bill, how will this legislation
affect the Aviation Act of 1975 or the Civil Aeronautics
Board in paPticular?
MR. SCHMULTS: The fact sheet indicates that the
Administration will be pressing forward with its air bill and
other bills which it submitted,or which the President
submitted,on the Hill. This is much broader. The air
bill, basically, deals with economic regulation. There is
health and safety, there are energy considerations, there
are all sorts of other things that impact on the airline
industry generally. But this is not an excuse to delay
pressing forward with any other reform measures, either
administrative or legislative, and the Administration will
be vigorous in doing so, including the air bill.

Q

By 1977 you have DOT up there.
I don't see
CAB. Does that mean you will be reviewin~ the Civil
Aeronautics Board, the overall -MR. SCHMULTS: That is correct. These are just
examples of agencies that would be considered. To give you
some of the primary agencies, the CAB NOuld obviously
be in that first year, although we think that we have a
comprehensive bill in the economic area with which the CAB
is concerned with the President's air bill.
0
Mr. Schmults, on these substantive questions
you put down some topics. Could you tell us what you have in
mind, for example, for crop and livestock regulation?
That is a pretty important sector.

'

MR. SCHMULTS: Hell, there, again, you have all
sorts of ways that the government is intersectin~ with the
farmers. I had a Senator when I "ttras talkinp: about this
bill tell me that he was traveling around his State and the
tremendous concern that the farmers in his State were
voicing to him about a p,overnment representative coming down
to tell the farmers how deep to dig their ditches -- as if
he knew, the Senator added.
I mean we are going to look at questions like this

crop subsidies, those that are still around; energy
considerations:. health and safety; OSRP impacts~ the farmers
and so forth. All of these questions will be considered.

MORE
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MR. ROBERTS: Let me say that it seems to me we are
getting into the technicalities of it. We are running
short of time with the Secretary. It would be a good time
to cut this off. Mr. Schmults, I am sure, would be glad to
take your further questions on the details of this, or
Stan Morris at 6176 with the OMB, or Paul Leach at 6554
with the Domestic Council. They would be very ~lad to pursue
the subject further.
Thank you.
SECRETARY RICHARDSON: May I just add one or
two words. The timetable for reform in the fact sheet on
Page 3 has a more comprehensive list of agencies given as
examples of those that would be considered for action.
CAB is identified in the 1977 timetable.
I will also simply mention one other ongoing
activity, Ed referred to it briefly. In Commerce under
Assistant Secretary for Policy, Dick Darman, ~-1e have
been developing the analytical components of this basic reform
approach and we are doing it ·primarily by industry without
regard. in the first instance to the a~encies or legislative
authorities that create regulations in order to get at these
cost benefit problems -- for instance, in paper, copper,
fossil fuel, steam electric generating, aluminum and so on.
So that work will be going forward anyway anticipating~
hopefully, the enactment of this legislation.
THE PRESS:

Thank you, Mr. Secretary.

,
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